29 January 1975
Report
Baden Powell's new Brasil at "lunedi del Sistina"
Brasilian music, based on traditional samba and bossanova, takes today a new
road. A road which can disappoint people who loves its spontaneity and instinct,
but a road which shows how its artists are working to a renovation and
modernization process. This is the feeling you can feel in the concert which the
great guitarist and composer Baden Powell (one of the most important musician
in the new brasilian era and one of the best musicians in the world) had last
night for the "Lunedi del Sistina" 1975, produced by Franco Fontana.
Baden Powell plays a new kind music if you have in your ears Jobim's or
Gilberto's songs, a music in which you can hear a lot of new components in
addition to the complicated and beautiful Bossa Nova harmony: the first one is a
jazz component, then great technique then different sound then a european
music component.
Baden Powell's product is not definible in music business: it should be better to
define it avant-garde brasilian music. Powell, artistically and technically, is in the
head of it. He showed us in the 1h30m on the Sistina's stage, during that time
his guitar played incredible things which did not astonished people just because
everybody knew what kind of a monster there was there. The river of note by
Powell is very troubled: impetuous, sophysticated, aggressive, with explosions in
which his voice flies.
Beside the master of the evening there was also Claudia (Italy's debut) a young
brasilian singer: she is modern with a great voice, she improvise very well on
difficult harmonies and her duets with Powell are very well merged and mixed.
The only comment I can do is her lack of originality.
On the rhythm section there was Guy Pedersen (great technique for a high class
musician), the drummer Afonso Vieira (a Brazilian guy who lives in Rome) and
the Brazilian percussionist Jorge Arena.
The concert was recorded by television, the announcer was Enrico Simonetti who
also played a couple of songs with Baden and Claudia.

Many thanks to Flavio Brio (Italy) for his translation.

